
FROM SKETCH TO PROJECT

In an atmosphere saturated
with creativity, OTTO
Studio's designer,
Gianpaolo Venier, has
conceived an extraordinary
collection of leather vases in
collaboration with ADJ style,
combining art, functionality,
and modern aesthetics.
Inspired by a passion for
ancient French terracotta
artworks, Gianpaolo Venier
has transformed his
fancifully designed vase
paintings into a vibrant
reality.

The 1st is an exciting exaggeration of graphic elements and
represents the distinctive feature of the collection, with forms
adorned with signs and bicolors that emphasize the tactile
three-dimensionality achieved through the use of two layers of
leather in their construction.
The collection celebrates limitless creativity, blending different
eras to create extraordinary works of art that transform the
spaces we inhabit.

The 2nd vase collection, derived from pure forms,
captures the magic of ancient art through new
perspectives. With pure colors, geometric contrasts, and
distinctive handles, each piece takes on a unique
character, offering a visual experience that goes beyond
mere admiration for ancient art.
This contemporary reinterpretation of ancient art, with its
play of shapes and color combinations, invites art lovers to
explore the past through a modern perspective.



ADJ STYLE

ADJ style is an Italian brand dedicated to combining
exclusive design and sustainability, guided by the creative
vision of founder Ekaterina Borovkova.
With a philosophy centered on ethics and environmental
responsibility, ADJ continues to innovate in the world of
design, offering unique products that express elegance
and respect for nature, history, and the environment.

OTTO STUDIO

OTTO Studio is a design studio led, among others, by the creativity and vision of
designer Gianpaolo Venier. Founded by Paola Navone, the studio collaborates with a
broad portfolio of international clients. OTTO Studio stands out for multidisciplinary
projects, from interior design to furniture and accessories, including graphics, style,
and creative direction.

GIANPAOLO VENIER

Gianpaolo Venier is one of the partners at OTTO Studio. He
is a versatile designer with extensive experience in interior
design, temporary installations, objects, fabrics, and creative
direction. Born in Trieste, he has lived in various international
cities, bringing a unique perspective to his projects. His
passion for design is also reflected in fashion and painting,
creating works that merge modern aesthetics with inspiration
from the past.


